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CAPABILITY STATEMENT

CORE COMPETENCIES

Founded by a passionate linguist  in 2011 and incorporated in 2017,  Le Pont Translations LLC is a trusted  
Woman owned language company that  provides Translation and Interpretation services to government  
agencies, state and US federal courts, international organizations such the World Health Organization, 
corporations, and private individual and businesses. Our mission is to help our clients do what they do 
best by empowering them to communicate effectively as we bridge the gap of language barrier thus 
ensuring language access so that business can be conducted, valuable information and services be 

provided. We do this providing customized language solutions that meet the client's needs while at the 
same time creating gratifying work for our team members. Doing so with a human touch!

We're renowned for our results, and we are resourceful and problem solvers that go the extra mile to get 
the job done

PAST PERFORMANCE

US NAVY/AFRICOM
Senior Leadership Symposium
The NLSC, National Language Service Corp a sub-
contractor for Remote simultaneous Interpreting. 

THE CITY OF OREGON, Bureau of Emergency 
Management.
Remote simultaneous interpretation for the  Portland 
Bureau of Emergency upon an urgent request 
English<>French Remote Simultaneous Interpretation 
for the Earthquake Preparedness 
Webinar with TOGO CORE
Venue: Virtual over Zoom (May 2021)

US DISTICT COURT, NORTHERN GEORGIA-
Atlanta, 2022-2023

CONNECTICUT JUDICIAL BRANCH, 2022

OBANGAME EXPRESS Senior Leadership Symposium 

(SLS). Your interpretation skills were vitally important to 

the success of the engagement and directly enhanced 

security cooperation between the United States and the 

Gulf of Guinea nations.  The National Language Service 

Corps is fortunate to have professionals of your caliber 

and expertise. 

U.S. Naval Forces, Europe/Africa appreciates the robust 

support to the National Language Service Corps. …”

Sincerely, R.P. BURKE, Admiral, U.S Navy

Ms. Kate Szrom, Coordinator, : 

District Contract Court French Interpreter provided 
interpretation for Judges Salinas, Ross and other 
parties.

Ewe legal interpretation provided.

“Adjo did a wonderful 

job. She simultaneously interpreted English to French 

for an online community workshop on earthquake 

preparedness. She was able to meet with me 

beforehand to go over the webinar settings, 

workshop content, and technical language.”

DIFFERENTIATORS

COMPANY INFORMATION  & SPECIFIC 
PERTINENT CODES

?Highly quailed professional linguists worldwide 
     that are passionate to be your voice so you can     
     make a bigger impact.
?All projects are executed with persistent effort  
     and going the extra mile to ensure customer 
     satisfaction.
?The value-based and sustainable approach for 
     clients and team members
?The human touch that makes a difference

?    Women-Owned Small Business
?    Minority-Owned Small Business 
?    Disadvantaged-Owned Small Business 
?    Black-Owned Small Business

?    Consecutive, Simultaneous, Telephonic, Video, 
     In Person

?   Consecutive, Simultaneous, and Video 
?   For all settings from medical appointments to 
    conferences

?   Any type of document including but not limited 
    to training, workshop or conference materials , 
    legal documents.
?   Proofreading
?   Desktop Publishing/Formatting
?   Administrative assistance

?   NAICS: 541930 (main)

Certification

Foreign Languages

American Sign Language (ASL)

Translation
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LANGUAGE CAPABILITIES

We are equipped with and have access to thousands of subcontract interpreters, translators, and 
instructors speaking over 200 languages, including ASL in the United States and various countries 
around the world, 24 hours per day, 7 days per week. Listed below are the languages we offer by 

telephone or vidoe. If a language needed is not listed below, please contact us!

?Acholi (Sudan- 

      Uganda)

?Afghan
?Afrikaans
?Akan
?Akateko
?Aklan
?Albanian
?Amharic (Ethiopia)

?Apache
?Arabic
?Armenian
?Armenian (Eastern)

?Armenian (Western)

?Ashanti
?Assyrian
?Azerbaijani
?Bahasa/Brunei
?Baluchi
?Bambara
?Banda
?Bangi
?Basque
?Bassa
?Belorussian
?Bemba (Zambia)
?Bengali
?Berber
?Bhutanese/Dzong
      kha
?Bicol
?Borana
?Bosnian
?Brazil-Portuguese
?Bulgarian
?Burmese
?Cakchiquel
?Cambodian
?Cantonese
?Cape Verdean
?Catalan
?Cebuano
?Chaldean
?Chamorro
?Chao Chow
?Chavacano
?Cherokee
?Chichewa
?Chin
?Chin (Falam)
?Chin (Hakha)
?Chin (Matu)

?Chin (Tedim)

?Chin (Zophei)

?Chui Chow
?Chungshan
?Chuukese
?Cree 347
?Creek
?Crioulo
?Croatian
?Czech
?Dakota
?Danish
?Dari (Afghanistan)

?Dinka (Sudan)

?Dutch
?Ebon
?Edo
?Egyptian Arabic
?Eritrean
?Esperanto
?Estonian
?Ethiopian
?Ewe
?Fanti
?Farsi
?Fijian
?Filipino
?Finnish
?Fon
?Foochow
?French
?French Cajun
?French Canadian
?French Creole
?Frisian
?Fukienese
?Fulani
?Fuzhou
?Ga
?Gaddang
?Gaelic
?Gallinya
?Gana
?Garri
?Georgian
?German
?Grebo
?Greek
?Guamanian
?Guarani
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?Gujarati
?Gulf Arabic
?Gwa
?Haitian Creole
?Hakka
?Hamer-Bana
?Hausa
?Hawaii Creole
?Hebrew
?Hindi
?Hindko
?Hindustani
?Hmong
?Hokkien
?Huizhou
?Hunanese
?Hungarian
?Ibanag
?Ibo
?Icelandic
?Ilocano
?Ilonggo
?Indonesian
?Inupiaq
?Iraqi Arabic
?Italian
?Jakartanese
?Jamican English
?Creole (Patois)

?Japanese
?Jarai
?Javanese
?Jula
?Kachchi
?Kamba
?Kanjobal
?Kannada
?Karen
?Karenni/Kayah
?Kazakh
?Khamu
?Khmer
?Kikuyu
?Kinya/Rwanda
?Kirghiz
?Kirundi
?Kiswahili
?Kizigua
?Kongo
?Korean

?Krahn
?Krio
?Kru/Krumen
?Kunama
?Kurdish
?Kurdish (Badini)

?Kurdish (Kurmanji)

?Kurdish (Sorani)

?Lakota
?Lao
?Latvian
?Levantine Arabic
?Lingala
?Lithuanian
?Loma
?Luganda
?Luo
?Maay Somali
?Macedonian
?Magahi
?Maithili
?Malagasy
?Malay
?Malayalam
?Malinke
?Mam
?Mandarin
?Mandingo
?Mandinka
?Mankon
?Marathi
?Marshallese
?Maya
?Mende
?Mien
?Mina
?Mirpuri
?Mixteco
?Mixteco Alto
?Mixteco Bajo
?Mizo
?Mola/Mossi
?Moldovan
?Mongolian
?Montagnard
?Dega/Mon-Khmer
?Montenegrin
?Moroccan Arabic
?Nahuatl
?Nanjing

?Navajo
?Ndebele
?Neapolitan
?Nepali
?Nigerian English
?Pidgin
?Norwegian
?Nuer (Sudan)

?Oromo (Ethiopia)

?Paluan
?Pampango
?Pangasinan
?Papiamento
?Pashto (Afghanistan)

?Persian
?Pidgin English
?Pohnpeian
?Polish
?Polynesian
?Portuguese
?Portuguese Creole
?Pothohari
?Pulaar
?Punjabi
?Purepecha/Tarasco
?Quechua
?Quiche
?Rohingya
?Romani
?Romanian
?Russian
?Samoan
?Saudi Arabic
?Senegalese
?Serbian
?Serbo-Croatian
?Shanghainese
?Sichuan/Szechuan
?Sicilian
?Sindi
?Sinhala
?Slovak
?Slovakian
?Slovenian
?Somali
?Soninke
?Soninke (Sarahuleh)

?Soninke (Sarakole)

?Spanish
?Suchown 

?Sudanese Arabic
?Susu/Soso
?Swahili
?Swahili (Kibajuni)

?Swedish
?Sylheti
?Tadzhik
?Taechew
?Tagalog
?Taiwanese
?Tamil
?Telugu
?Temne
?Thai
?Tibetan
?Tigrigna (Eritrea)

?Tohono O’Odham
?Toisan
?Toishanese
?Tongan
?Triqui
?Trukese/Chuukese
?Tshiluba
?Turkish
?Twi
?Ukrainian
?Urdu
?Uzbek
?Vietnamese
?Visayan
?Waray-Waray
?Welsh
?Wolof
?Wu
?Wuxinese
?Xhosa
?Yapese
?Yemeni Arabic
?Yiddish
?Yoruba
?Yucateco
?Yugoslavian
?Yupik
?Zambal
?Zande
?Zapoteco
?Zarma
?Zomi
?Zulu


